A secret book safe
You will need:
unwanted/ used thick hardback book, pva glue, black card, thick brush, pencil, cutting board or thick
card, ruler (metal if possible), pieces of paper
Instructions:

1/ Glue the first 20-30 pages of the book together, including the front cover.
The best way to achieve this is to spread pva evenly across the page ( into corners) , then bring
down the hard front cover. This picks up the next glued page. Smooth across hard cover with hand to
make sure pages smooth as possible, then repeat process Yes

2/ When you’ve glued 20-30 pages together, add a paper divider to separate glued pages from the
rest
3/ Close book, turn it over so the divider is at bottom
4/Then spread plenty of glue over the three ‘ends’ of the book - but only ABOVE the divider.
5/Turn the book over again, replace paper divider with fresh piece of paper - you could even add a
piece of grease proof paper to stop divider sticking itself onto pages
6/ Turn book over again - divider at bottom - and apply a weight on top of book whilst the glue is
drying ( I left it overnight) - when it’s dry take off weight and open front cover. Take out divider.

7/ Cut a piece of card the same size/shape as the pages of the book, then cut a ‘ window’ in this
piece of card - this is going to be the size of the ‘ secret safe’ within your book
8/ Use this as a template to draw around the inside edge - these lines will be your guide for cutting
out the cavity in the middle of the book - be careful to place this template accurately onto each page
so that the cutting edges line up as much as possible
9/ I cut through only 10-12 pages at a time as the blade of the craft knife worked more efficiently
with that number. I did this by lining my metal ruler up along each drawn line and cutting along it as
smoothly as possible, to ensure a straight edge. You must remember to place your cutting board
below the next 10-12 pages each time.
10/ Cut along each line of the ‘ window’ and carefully pull out the pages you’ve cut out
11/ Repeat this process - each time remembering to place cutting board below the next 1012 pages you are cutting through - many times so you begin to hollow out a secret compartment in
the middle of the book

12/ When you have gone as deep as you wish - this may take a bit of time to do it carefully and
neatly - then you must next spread pva glue onto all inside surfaces of this cavity and leave to dry
completely

13/ Then, when dry - place a piece of paper and/ or greaseproof paper on top of compartment and
close book. Then again spread PVA glue over 3 outside ends of book and leave to dry overnight with
weight on top,
14/ When dry open book, discard paper
15/ Using ruler to accurately measure the inside surfaces of the cavity, cut out pieces of black card to
line this space and glue into place
16/ Cut another piece of black card - same dimensions as the cavity - and glue onto inside of front
cover. Leave to dry
17/ You could decorate the black card with metallic writing/ pictures/ poems etc or simply leave plain.
That’s your opportunity to make this secret hiding place personal to you - let your creativity run wild!

18/ Hide personal items/ treasures etc in this secret book safe - no one will ever know they are
there!!

